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Document NO. Notification Date

Product Model
All products involved in the package of 

Changed Type

□Design □Material □Process Flow □Appearance

￭Others The packing way

Reason for Change
Optimize the packaging method to improve the reliability of product transportation protection
Changed Content

Whether the Appearance Changes： □Yes ￭No

Before Changing：
Use long tube outer box 16020292

After Changing：
Using small long tube outer container 
16020291, the number of full container is 
changed

Impact on Quality & Performance
Product full container quantity change

Last order date before the change：2021/11/29

The earliest receipt time of samples after change：2021/12/08

The earliest mass production time of the product after the change：2021/12/14

Designer (Senior Manager Initiate senior manager of department)：
Customer Admit

□Approved □Rejected；

Suggestion：

Sign： Date:

Note: 
If you have any questions, please submit them to us within 30 days after receiving the product and 
process change notice, otherwise your company will accept this change by default. 
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See the following table for specific change information 
Package 

No. Name Packaging solution 
Optimization scheme 

5821002
5 

16020111 
contain 49 long 

tube packing 
packeges 

The full container quantity is 3528PCS 
72pcs tube+12pcs Packaging 

bags+4pcs Inner carton+1pcs Outer 
carton 

Using outer carton16020291，The full 
container quantity is 1764PCS 

36pcs tube+6pcs Packaging+2pcs 
Inner carton+1pcs Outer carton 

5821000
4 

16020019 
contain 22 long 

tube packing 
packeges 

The full container quantity is 2640PCS 
120pcs tube+12pcs Packaging 

bags+4pcs Inner carton+1pcs Outer 
carton 

Using outer carton16020291，The full 
container quantity is 1320PCS 

60pcs tube+6pcs Packaging+2pcs 
Inner carton+1pcs Outer carton 

5821005
7 

16020419 
contain 32 long 

tube packing 
packeges 

The full container quantity is 7680PCS 
240pcs tube+12pcs Packaging 

bags+4pcs Inner carton+1pcs outer 
carton 

Using outer carton16020291，The full 
container quantity is 3840PCS 

120pcs tube+6pcs Packaging+2pcs 
Inner carton+1pcs Outer carton 

5821013
9 

16021630 
contain 54 long 

tube packing 
packeges 

 The full container quantity is 3888PCS 
72pcs tube+8pcs Packaging 

bags+4pcs Inner carton+1pcs Outer 
carton 

Using outer carton16020291，The full 
container quantity is 1944PCS 

36pcs tube+4pcs Packaging+2pcs 
Inner carton+1pcs Outer carton 

5821000
8 

16020033 
contain 15  long 

tube packing 
packeges 

The full container quantity is 1080PCS 
72pcs tube+12pcs Packaging 

bags+4pcs Inner carton+1pcs Outer 
carton 

Using outer carton16020291，The full 
container quantity is 540PCS 

36pcs tube+6pcs Packaging+2pcs 
Inner carton+1pcs Outer carton 

5821002
4 

16020109 
contain 38  long 

tube packing 
packeges 

 The full container quantity is 9120PCS 
240pcs tube+12pcs Packaging 

bags+4pcs Inner carton+1pcs Outer 
carton 

Using outer carton16020291，The full 
container quantity is 4560PCS 

120pcs tube+6pcs Packaging+2pcs 
Inner carton+1pcs Outer carton 

5821001
1 

16020058 
contain 24  long 

tube packing 
packeges 

 The full container quantity is 1152PCS 
48pcs tube+12pcs Packaging 

bags+4pcs Inner carton+1pcs Outer 
carton 

Using outer carton16020291，The full 
container quantity is 576PCS 

24pcs tube+6pcs Packaging+2pcs 
Inner carton+1pcs Outer carton 

5820002
9 

16020125 
contain 25 long 

tube packing 
packeges 

The full container quantity is 6400PCS 
256pcs tube+16pcs Packaging 

bags+4pcs Inner carton+1pcs Outer 
carton 

Using outer carton16020291，The full 
container quantity is 3200PCS 

128pcs tube+8pcs Packaging+2pcs 
Inner carton+1pcs Outer carton 

5821002
7 

16020122 
contain 44 long 

tube packing 
packeges 

The full container quantity is 4224PCS 
96pcs tube+8pcs Packaging 

bags+4pcs Inner carton+1pcs Outer 
carton 

Using outer carton16020291，The full 
container quantity is 2112PCS 

48pcs tube+4pcs Packaging+2pcs 
Inner carton+1pcs Outer carton 

5820001
9 

16020073 
contain 32 long 

tube packing 
packeges 

 The full container quantity is 7680PCS 
240pcs tube+12pcs Packaging 

bags+4pcs Inner carton+1pcs Outer 
carton 

Using outer carton16020291，The full 
container quantity is 3840PCS 

120pcs tube+6pcs Packaging+2pcs 
Inner carton+1pcs Outer carton 
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5821002
9 

16020129 
contain 22 long 

tube packing 
packeges 

The full container quantity is 2816PCS 
128pcs tube+16pcs Packaging 

bags+4pcs Inner carton+1pcs Outer 
carton 

Using outer carton16020291，The full 
container quantity is 1408PCS 

64pcs tube+8pcs Packaging+2pcs 
Inner carton+1pcs Outer carton 

5820004
8 

16020256 
contain 19 long 

tube packing 
packeges 

 The full container quantity is 912PCS 
48pcs tube+16pcs Packaging 

bags+4pcs Inner carton+1pcs Outer 
carton 

Using outer carton16020291，The full 
container quantity is 456PCS 

24pcs tube+8pcs Packaging+2pcs 
Inner carton+1pcs Outer carton 

5821012
1 

16021176 
contain 33 long 

tube packing 
packeges 

 The full container quantity is 2640PCS 
80pcs tube+16pcs Packaging+4pcs 

Inner carton+1pcs Outer carton 

Using outer carton16020291，The full 
container quantity is 1320PCS 

40pcs tube+8pcs Packaging+2pcs 
Inner carton+1pcs Outer carton 

5821007
5 

16020497 
contain 15 long 

tube packing 
packeges 

The full container quantity is 2160PCS 
144pcs tube+12pcs Packaging+4pcs 

Inner carton+1pcs Outer carton 

Using outer carton16020291，The full 
container quantity is 1080PCS 

72pcs tube+6pcs Packaging+2pcs 
Inner carton+1pcs Outer carton 

 


